HOLIDAY GIFT GIVING GUIDE 2016

Peace & Joy

Read about the Rwandan peace basket story inside.
Gift of Peace

The story of the Rwandan peace basket is one of triumph over tragedy. One hundred days in 1994 became known as the Rwandan genocide. Officially known as the genocide against the Tutsi, an estimated 70 percent of the Tutsi population in Rwanda was killed during a few short months. While the stories of loss and tragedy are innumerable, the real story is told through the people, the landscape, the children, and mostly, the future. Communities of people joining together in traditional basket weaving cultivated healing and harmony. Gifting the baskets to others continued the united pledge to establish peace. Love and nurturing pulsed through the streets of Rwanda. As women gathered together building pieces of art, they left behind healing, hope, strength, and honor.

In the same beautiful countryside that once rang the sound of destruction, the sound of laughter and love echoes off the beautiful, joy-filled faces of the Rwandan people choosing each day to build peace.
Through the Rwandan Peace Basket project, over 2,000 women were provided work and paid a fair wage for each basket made exclusively for doTERRA. To further community impact, an adult literacy program was established to provide an opportunity for those who were unable to attend school. Through this program, dreams become reality as men and women are finally able to write their names, read employment applications, open and use bank accounts, and teach generations to come how to do the same.

This set includes a uniquely colored, randomly selected ornament basket. Each basket is handmade with sisal fibers from agave plants and features a tag signed by the specific artisan who made it. A 5mL bottle of doTERRA Peace® Blend is included.

Thank you for choosing the Gift of Peace this holiday season. We hope you may feel your continuous role in supporting the 2,000 artisans as you share the Gift of Peace with those you love.

---

**Holiday 2016 Ornament**

Classic dolomite diffuser with oil drop cutout. Add a few drops of oil and hang in your home, car, or holiday decor to diffuse your favorite scent. Wood grain imprint and gold elastic ribbon allow for a timeless diffusing ornament.

**60200046**

(Oil sold separately)

---

**Holiday Joy Essential Oil**

Hearken back to a simpler time with the traditional holiday scents of Wild Orange, nutmeg, pine, Cassia, Cinnamon Bark, and vanilla. Fill your home with memories as you tantalize your senses with the inviting fragrances of the season, embracing all who gather with the warmth of the holidays.

**31450001**

Available November 1, at 0:00 MST while supplies last
Bath Soak Set

Enjoy a rejuvenating bath with the dōTERRA® SPA Blooming Bath Oil and dōTERRA Bath Pillow. Simply swirl a cap of bath oil into the tub and watch the oil disperse. Enjoy the aroma of Douglas Fir and Grapefruit while resting your head on the soft, beautiful bath pillow. Bath pillow case can be removed and laundered for many uses.

60200061

Bath Bar Travel Set

Traveling during the holiday season is something that should be enjoyed. Make traveling a bit easier by taking your favorite dōTERRA SPA Bath Bar with you. This custom Bamboo Travel Set comes with a removable dōTERRA tray. Simply place the bamboo tray with Bath Bar in the shower. When the time comes to say goodbye, place the tray inside the flexible bamboo travel case and tuck securely in your suitcase. This set comes with the new dōTERRA Bath Bar, with the aroma of Bergamot and Grapefruit.

60200063
Passion Lotion

Spread happiness and joy this season with the gift of dōTERRA® SPA Passion Lotion. This light, silky lotion leaves skin feeling soft and smooth while delivering the warm aromatic benefits of the exclusive CPTG® dōTERRA Passion® Oil Blend.

Feet Pampering Set

Focus on yourself or treat a loved one with the gift of our Feet Pampering Set. Pamper your feet by slipping them into the luxurious Spa Socks after using dōTERRA SPA Body Scrub and dōTERRA SPA Body Butter.

Holiday products available November 1, at 0:00 MST while supplies last. Limit four of each product, per account, per household.
Cinnamon Drops with Tin

Escape the winter cold with the warm spice of dōTERRA® Cinnamon Drops. Each drop is infused with our CPTG® Cinnamon essential oil and comes in a custom dōTERRA tin, each with 30 cinnamon drops.

60200268

Lavender Dryer Set

Enjoy the natural benefits of dōTERRA essential oils in every load of laundry. Simply place a few drops of your favorite oil onto the wool dryer balls. Then, include two to four balls in your dryer to reduce drying time and leave your fabrics soft while smelling fabulous. This beautiful Dryer Set comes with a 15 ml Lavender essential oil, four dryer balls, and a reusable fabric bag for storage.

60200066

Comes with one 15 ml bottle of Lavender.
**Polka Dot Storage Case**

Created with versatility in mind, this case holds your most needed oils in a beautiful and fun printed storage case. Six 10 ml roll-ons tuck securely in the top bands of the lid with 16 oils in the base fitting 5, 15, and 10 ml bottles standing up. This makes for the perfect travel, storage, or gifting case of the oils you can’t be without.

60200047  
(Oils not included)
Rose Hand Lotion

In a season of giving, knowing that your generosity goes to those who need it the most heightens the experience. Every dollar used to purchase the Bulgarian Rose CPTG® essential oil–infused hand lotion goes directly to the dōTERRA Healing Hands Foundation™. Whether this lotion is a gift for others or a blessing for yourself, many will benefit as we beautify the world one lotion at a time.

(100 ml)

36170001
(no limit)

Holiday products available November 1, at 0:00 MST while supplies last. Limit four of each product, per account, per household.

Rose Hand Lotion is available all year.